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ABSTRACT
WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) is wireless network in which nodes can transmit messages between them through
base station. A base station is a node that provides connectivity between other odes or it can be a centralized node.
When a balckhole node performs attack on base station node then it destroy whole network and to avoid this kind of
problem is a difficult problem. The detection of black hole attack and prevention of network from black hole is a
critical problem. In this paper a multi base station based mechanism to detect black hole attack in WSN is proposed.
In proposed mechanism check agents will used to detect black hole attack. The proposed mechanism is implemented
in netbeans and analyzed using delivery probability performance metric.
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I. INTRODUCTION
WSN is a fast emerging technology in the today’s
world which has applications in many fields. As WSN
is a wireless technology and worked in an
infrastructure-less environment. Hence, these networks
can be easily prone to several types of attacks. Blackhole attack is one of the major attacks among them and
is an active attack. In this attack, an attacker can reprogrammed the sensor nodes so that they behave as
normal nodes but disrupts the normal functioning of
these networks. These nodes are black-hole nodes and
the region affected by these nodes is called as the
black-hole region. So, when the source node starts the
route discovery process to find the shortest route to the
destination node. At that time, these black-hole nodes
advertise a wrong path as the shortest path including
itself to the destination node. So when the source node
uses this path to send data to the destination node, the
black-hole node starts dropping the packets in all or by
selecting some important packets. Although some
authors proposed different solutions to detect black
hole attack in WSN and prevent network from this
attack.
Alattas[14] proposed a mechanism to detect black hole
nodes in WSN using multiple base stations. In this
mechanism, whenever a base station is destroyed by

black hole node then next base station was worked as
current base station but drawbacks was that the author
didn’t provide any attribute or parameter on the basis of
black hole nodes are detected also how a new base
station is selected as current base station was not
described in this paper. The energy consumption of this
mechanism was high and detection rate was low so to
solve these kinds of issues in this thesis, propose a
framework to successful data transmission in the
presence of black hole attack in network.

II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The objective here is to proposed a technique to detect
the black-hole attack using multiple base-stations and a
check agent based technology. The proposed technique
is more efficient than the previous techniques and gives
better results. This technique is energy efficient, fast,
lightweight and also reduces message complexity.
Check agent is a software program which is selfcontrolling and it moves from node to node and checks
the presence of black-hole nodes in the network.
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encountered and ignore this path. For effective solution,
if a base station is destroyed by blackhole node then
select next base station from multiple base stations to
improve the delivery of the packet from the sender
nodes reaching at least one base station in the network.
If blackhole is encountered then it is necessary for
sender node to rescan the path and avoid that particular
node to get better throughput and less packet droop-rate
in network. The proposed mechanism is helpful to
avoid blackhole attack in WSN.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1. Proposed Framework

Description of proposed framework
The proposed work describes the mechanism to detect
blackhole attack from WSN.In this work the main
focus should be given on the successful delivery of the
packets to the base station to improve the delivery of
the packets from the sender nodes nearby at least one
base station in the network. In this mechanism, initially
generate nodes in the network after that sender nodes
and receiver nodes are selected among these nodes.
Now sender node chooses shortest path from various
number of available paths towards destination. After
that check agent is applied on all the nodes considered
in selected paths. The purpose of check agent is to
check each nodes separately and if it detects black node
then it display a triggered message that blackhole is

A. Metrics used
 Total number of packets dropped: It show total
number of packets drops in the network during data
transmission in between nodes.
 Total number of packet delivered: It show total
number of packets delivers in the network during
data transmission in between nodes.
 Delivery probability:It show delivery probability
of total number of packets delivers in respective of
total number of packets created in the network
during data transmission between nodes.
Table 1. Parameters Used
Network scale

200 X200

No. of nodes
No. of base stations
No. of check agent
Operating System

100;150;200;250
6
1
Windows 8

Figure 2. Deployment of nodes
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Figure 2 shows deployment of nodes in network. Sender and receiver nodes are chosen from these nodes.

Figure 3. path between nodes
Figure 3 shows shortest path between nodes in network.

Figure 4. check agent activation
Figure 4 shows check agent activation activity for detecting the blackhole nodes from network.
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Figure 5. blackhole detection
Figure 5 shows detecting blackhole node after check
agent activation and display message that blackhole is
detected.

probability. In proposed work delivery probability is
high as compare to existing technique. This technique
can be used in the real world application to handle such
types of attacks in the sensor networks and thus proves
more advancement in this field of sensors. The work
can be done further to handle the message complexity
and to use less number of base stations in the network
for better delivery results in the wireless sensor
networks.
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